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The globalisation
challenge
Manufacturing is constantly evolving
It’s an industry driven by customer demand and technology.
And as manufacturing businesses grow to a certain size,
globalisation becomes a factor. Interacting with the world
offers lucrative opportunities and creates a higher demand
for products and sources of cheaper raw materials that often
impact the entire supply chain.
But globalisation also means complex challenges.
A crowded global market means more competition and a
rapidly accelerating rate of change. Challenges could include:
• Pressure to innovate, where keeping costs to a minimum 		
and reducing the time to market is a competitive necessity.
• Sudden changes to trade agreements due to macro-		
economic or geo-political change; for example tariff 		
changes, commodity availability or currency valuations.
• Environmental regulations which are necessary to address 		
serious problems such as pollution and climate change.
• International standards controlling quality and traceability,
which impacts the sourcing of raw materials.
Additionally, manufacturers often need to build highly
engineered and complex products, which means:
• They are often created in collaboration with customers, 		
therefore it’s important to communicate both internally
and externally.
• It’s important to maintain tight control over how products 		
are produced.
• There is increased pressure to produce quality products at 		
lower cost.
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What are the
business goals
of today’s
manufacturers?
Aberdeen identified the top goals
of manufacturers today. The top
profitability goal relates to a need
to improve their ability to design
and produce quality products at
lower cost.

Why manufacturing companies choose ERP
Manufacturing businesses look at Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP), as it provides support for quality product
delivery at low cost, addressing many of the issues we’ve
talked about. For example, it should support internal
collaboration, so product requirements are clearly defined and
communicated, with production coordinated with the delivery
and product teams.
Without communication, it’s impossible to make sure products
are delivered to specification, on time, and without excessive
costs. Externally, communication is essential for working with
suppliers to secure favourable prices, and communicating with
regulatory bodies and customers.
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Complex needs and challenging customers*
Profitability/
margin growth

79%

Introduce products
and services

29%

Increase
customer service

28%

Modernise
business system
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Manufacturers need products built quickly, inexpensively and efficiently, or they
won’t make profit. As well as having to deal with globalisation challenges, the
need to be agile means the right technology becomes critical.

Supporting manufacturer strategies*
Streamline and accelerate
processes to improve efficiency
and productivity

44%

Modernise technology
infrastructure and
applications

38%

Optimise the
supply chain

31%

Improve interoperability
and collaboration
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growing customers
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ERP should support communication, but it should also help a manufacturing
organisation manage operations effectively and efficiently. Through ERP,
manufacturing leaders should be able to support their procedures, delivering
quality, compliant and cost-effective products.

*Source: ERP’s role in the modern manufacturer: Supporting the needs of Industry 4.0
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So why isn’t
ERP working?
ERP has a problem. According to the 2016 Report on ERP
Systems and Enterprise Software:

Panorama Consulting Solutions
said only 12% of corporate
executives were “very satisfied”
with their current ERP solution,
and that 59% of global companies
were “burdened” by them.

ERP is designed to move them away from working with Excel
and spreadsheets for basic finance and accounting. ERP is
meant to provide a centralised system that control all relevant
business processes, providing actionable data and insight.
Unfortunately, enterprises in different industry sectors
have had problems with ERP, and there are numerous
implementation horror stories. For example, the enterprise
software market can be complex and expensive, with lawsuits
and litigation over failed rollouts a genuine risk.
Businesses in general have found that they are not achieving
value from their ERP solutions. They understand the full
benefits of having a more modern solution, and look for a
partner that helps them with business innovation, as well as
industry best practice and technology – to help them scale.
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Why aren’t existing ERP solutions working?*
Obsolete technology
foundation or infrastructure
of ERP system

43%

Lack of features

41%

Cost of maintenance
and support

27%

Inability to tailor ERP
solution to integrate
changes to the business

22%

Lack of qualified resources
to maintain and support
current system
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Even if businesses are happy with the ERP solution they have, many are looking
at new solutions which provide new functionality, are easier to use, and provide
support for emerging technologies.

More reasons to update or replace ERP*
Want to take advantage of
new functionality
Lack of features

43%

New version offers
enhanced ease of use

43%

41%

New version is more flexible

Performance of old version
is inadequate

27%

Vendor no longer supports
old version

22%

Old version is incompatible
with emerging technologies
(i.e., mobile, social, etc.)
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*Source: The Cost of Doing Nothing. Why you can’t afford to sit on an ERP software
decision, March 2017
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It’s time to move
beyond ERP
Industry analyst Forrester interviewed manufacturing
companies in Europe, the United States, and Africa. They found
that organisations were:
• Outgrowing the capacity of their existing ERP software.
• Suffering inefficiency with legacy ERP systems that was 		
undermining growth potential.
• Losing insight into operations due to organisational growth
and loosely integrated management tools. Sage X3 can help
manufacturing businesses:
• Consolidate their work systems into one solution.
• Achieve process and product consistency across
varied operations.
• Gain real-time visibility and insight across the global 		
supply chain.
• Accommodate future merger and acquisition activity.
• Support more lean and agile processes.
• Access support for mobile sales forces.

Manufacturing businesses can now
replace their legacy ERP systems
with modern business management
solutions that support the
challenges of globalisation,
increasing business efficiency and
improving collaboration.
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Sage X3 for
manufacturers
According to Forrester, there are important business benefits
for manufacturing companies using business management
solutions from Sage.
• Financial management: Labour and time savings through
the ability to report monthly company financials, along 		
with consolidated financials using the local currency of the
organisation’s HQ.
• Purchasing: The ability to standardise purchasing 		
processes globally, with purchasing managers 			
adhering to standards ensuring the best possible prices 		
and volume discounts from suppliers.
• Sale management: The standardisation of sales processes,
allowing account managers worldwide to operate under the 		
same guidelines, using the same sales database.
They can review customer activity globally, as well
as monitor, manage and adjust pricing and
discount structures.
• Inventory management: Visibility into global inventory 		
for all sites, as well as the ability to adjust inventory 		
levels, allowing production control and manufacturing 		
groups to monitor processes daily.
• Customer service: An increase in customer service 		
productivity and satisfaction as a result of increased 		
oversight and changes in the way relationships
are managed.
• Manufacturing management: Allows moving to a 		
completely automated manufacturing process. In the 		
past manufacturing analysts may have needed to physically
record inventory. Now they can access transactions and 		
inventory in real time.
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What customers
in manufacturing
say about
Sage X3
Forrester interviewed various Sage X3 customers, who saw value
and benefit for:
Production management
“Project management allows customers to manage all aspects
of a project across financial and/or distribution processes,
from quoting to planning resources and material, tracking
costs and schedule, invoicing, and analysing profits.”
Production scheduling
“Sage X3 allows you to optimise production cycles and control
lead times with flexible graphical production planning and
scheduling capabilities.”
Automated bank statements
“You can improve the efficiency of the financial process
by automatically generating the transactions matching open
items or unbalanced operations when importing
bank statements.”
Supply chain management
“With eCommerce, you can build or customise a comprehensive
webstore within days, and manage catalogues, pricing,
inventory, customers, and all transactions as part of the
Sage X3 core supply chain management processes.”
CRM
“It’s possible to synchronise customer records between
Salesforce CRM and Sage X3, and display customer orders in
Salesforce using the new Sage X3 Salesforce CRM Connector.”
Financial management and reporting
“You can easily design reports with intuitive Excel-based
reporting capabilities integrated with Sage X3 financial
management, and automate the running and distribution of
reports to teams or individuals.”
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Six big
manufacturing
challenges
and how Sage X3
can help
Challenge #1:
Globalisation means increased competition and
competitive pricing. You need to stand out from new entrants
such as low-cost overseas rivals. Sage X3 allows you to control
and use your data for better customer insight allowing your
organisation to anticipate customer demands and become
more agile.
Challenge #2:
Increasing demands of customers
means you need total control.
From initial design to final production, Sage X3 can extend to
key processes and systems (such as CAD/PLM.) This shortens
product delivery times and time-to-market, improves
quality, and increases customer satisfaction.
Challenge #3:
Your current systems can’t cope with increased demand
and complexity of bigger projects.
Having a centralised system with Sage X3 provides you with the
information you need to increase productivity, capacity and
efficiency. All departments have the same information at
the same time, so they can combine all their know-how.
Challenge #4:
On top of increased competition, the costs of materials,
transport, and labour are consistently increasing.
Sage X3 provides data which allows you to plan, predict
demand and monitor stock allowing your organisation to
manage costs, optimise inventory and utilise costly resources
more efficiently.

Challenge #5:
Pressure is increasing from compliance and regulatory
bodies – and you’re at risk of being tangled in red tape.
Sage X3 allows you to collect the data you need to provide
support for increased traceability and reporting requirements
through full visibility of the supply chain and the movement of
all materials and products.
Challenge #6:
Competition makes it difficult to recruit the right people
as the pool of available talent gets smaller.
Sage X3 gives you one system to control your business
processes, which means it’s easier to identify where
improvements can be made, helping target recruitment of the
right type of talent.
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Choosing the
right business
management
solution

•
•
•

Scale and allow extension/integration as your
business grows
Automate rigid, time-consuming, error-prone
manual processes
Be agile enough to cope with changing needs

Sage X3 delivers value across multiple industries for medium
to large thriving customers in over 90 countries around the
world, supported by over 480 business partners and more than
1300 certified consultants.
Integrate the platform at any stage of your business, grow over
time by adding new products as you need them, and futureproof your business.
Contact our Sage sales team to learn more.
Request a demo
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Sage Johannesburg
6th Floor, Gateway West
22 Magwa Crescent
Waterfall 5-lr
Midrand, 2066
011 304 1650
Find out more about Sage X3
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